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  Close Control   
We have worked closely with Marstair for decades applying their CD3 close control systems for a diverse range of applications, from museums & art galleries to computer rooms and archive stores. The equipment is capable of maintaining ±1°C and ±5% RH at the return air sensor. With duties from 4-20kW, the CD3 offers DX or chilled water cooling, electric or LPHW heating, electrode boiler humidification and dehumidification tightly controlled through its Carel microprocessor. Available with a wide choice of options, the CD3 can be supplied as upflow, downflow, ducted or free blow configurations and can have a BMS/BACnet interface if required.

Other models are available to suit smaller applications and Nordmann humidifiers and EcorPro dehumidifiers can complement the equipment to ensure the tightest control - please contact the sales team at Heronhill for details on 01823 665660.
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 Filter
  Enabled filters: 

 Manufacturer
	   Ecor-Pro (4)

	   Euroklimat (3)

	   Marstair (2)

	   Nordmann Engineering (5)



 Humidifier capacity
	   over 2kg/hour (2)
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  Marstair CD3 Close Control System 
 Close control systems used for the storage of delicate/high-value products and materials such as archive rooms,...
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  Marstair DXT Indoor Units 
 The Marstair DXT series units comprise vertical wall-mounted and horizontal ceiling or void mounted DX fan coil...
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  Nordmann RC4 Steam Humidifier 
 The NORDMANN RC4 and RC4/2kg adapt to your requirements: as direct humidification in laboratories, conference and...
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  Nordmann DC4 Steam Humidifier 
 The NORDMANN DC4 and DC4/2kg adapt to your requirements: injecting steam into the ducting of your ventilation system...
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  Nordmann ES4 Steam Humidifier 
 The Nordmann ES4 generates sterilised, hygienic, odour-free steam. Available with seven practical power levels and in...
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  Nordmann Fan 4 Steam Blower 
 The NORDMANN steam fan is designed to provide simple, effective humidification and can be placed directly on the...
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  Nordmann ES4/4 Compact Humidifier 
 Though compact, the ES4/4 delivers all the advantages of the larger models with 4-kg steam output per hour, a mere...
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  Ecor Pro DH800 DryFan dehumidifier 
 Ecor Pro Dryfan models, unlike most domestic dehumidifiers, are truly designed to run 24/7 in all the normal...
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  Euroklimat EKO R290 Process Air Cooled Chillers 
 Euroklimat could justifiably claim to be the European leader in the development and manufacture of chillers using...
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  Euroklimat EKE Process Air Cooled Chiller 
 Euroklimat’s Process Cooling range of chillers with its various configurations and the vast range of accessories make...
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  Euroklimat RKO R290 Comfort Cooling Air Cooled Chillers 
 Euroklimat could justifiably claim to be the European leader in the development and manufacture of chillers using...
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  Ecor Pro DH1200 DryFan dehumidifier 
 Ecor Pro Dryfan models, unlike most domestic dehumidifiers, are truly designed to run 24/7 in all the normal...
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  Ecor Pro DH800 INOX DryBoat dehumidifier 
 A purpose-built boat dehumidifier. Unlike domestic dehumidifiers, these models are truly designed to run 24/7.The...
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  Ecor Pro DH1200 INOX DryBoat dehumidifier 
 A purpose-built boat dehumidifier. Unlike domestic dehumidifiers, these models are truly designed to run 24/7.The...
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Necessary cookies help make a website usable by enabling basic functions like page navigation and access to secure areas of the website. The website cannot function properly without these cookies.
	Name	Provider	What it does	Expiry	 Allow (Check all)
	 Customer Sign In	Prestashop	 This module creates a cookie that keeps a user logged into the site. This cookie is essential to being able to login to the website and if it is not enabled a user will not be able to access their account area, see any orders they have placed, update billing and delivery address information, see gift vouchers and more. This module creates a cookie that keeps a user logged into the site. This cookie is essential to being able to login to the website and if it is not enabled a user will not be able to access their account area, see any orders they have placed, update billing and delivery address information, see gift vouchers and more.	30 Days	   Allow
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	 Google Tag Manager	Google	 These cookies are used by Google to provide the Tag Manager service this website uses. Tag Manager is loading a Google Analytics script tag inside it. These services are used to collect statistical data about how this website is used and to track users that have arrived on the site via a Google AdWords link. These cookies do not contain any information that could personally identify a user. These cookies are used by Google to provide the Tag Manager service this website uses. Tag Manager is loading a Google Analytics script tag inside it. These services are used to collect statistical data about how this website is used and to track users that have arrived on the site via a Google AdWords link. These cookies do not contain any information that could personally identify a user.	30 Days	   Allow
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